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QUESTION 1

An empty table in a geodatabase has a field that is incorrectly defined as a numeric value field without 

decimal values. The attribute filed needs to store numeric values with decimal values within a specific 

range. 

Which tool or method should be used to updated the filed type? 

A. The Filed Calculator 

B. The Calculate Field tool 

C. The Alter Field tool 

D. The Transpose Filed tool 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A publisher needs to create a map service that references data from an enterprise geodatabase. The enterprise
geodatabase uses Operating System authentication. Which user account must be granted permission to access the
data? 

A. Data owner 

B. Geodatabase Administrator 

C. ArcGIS Server 

D. Primary Site Administrator 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

In which table is the geometry for a feature class created using a Native-RDBMS spatial type 

A. Feature 

B. Business 

C. Repository 

D. Deletes 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

Two departments at a banking company will need access to the data in an enterprise geodatabase. There are 150 bank
tellers that will need access to view and query the data. There are 20 bank managers that will need access to edit the
data. What is the recommended workflow to grant the both groups their respective privileges/ 

A. Grant each user dataset privileges depending on whether the user is a bank teller or bank manager 

B. Create a Python script that will grant the appropriate dataset privileges to each user. 

C. Grant each user privileges, and then add each user to database roles. 

D. Add users to database roles, and then grant the database role dataset privileges 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

GIS analysts frequently report degraded performance when working with data in an enterprise geodatabase. The
analysts work with non-versioned data and use database views for reference data. Which new workflow should the GIS
administrator use to improve performance for the analysts? 

A. Use AcrCatalog to register the views with the geodatabase. 

B. Register the feature classes as versioned. 

C. Use ArcMap to join reference data to the feature classes. 

D. Create relationships classes on the features to include the referenced data. 

Correct Answer: B 
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